Fehrman speaks to ME 433

William Fehrman, President and CEO of MidAmerican Energy Company, spoke to ME 433 (Alternative Energy Conversion) students on Friday, November 9.

Fehrman’s talk was titled “Challenges Facing Energy in Iowa”. He spoke about MidAmerican Energy's efforts in the field of sustainable energy. In 2000, MidAmerican Energy had no wind power capabilities. Eleven years later, wind energy contributed to 31% of their generating capacity. They have 13 wind energy projects throughout the state, generating 2,284.8 megawatts a year. Through wind energy efforts like MidAmerican Energy's, Iowa has become the second largest generator of wind power, behind only the state of Texas.

Wind energy has the greatest potential in Iowa, but nuclear power, biomass, and solar could also play a part in Iowa's future. Fehrman posited that nuclear energy was a better option for Iowa than natural gas. For one, natural gas generation has exposure to fuel price escalation, something nuclear generation does not. Nuclear generation also requires higher Iowa investment and employment than natural gas.

The state of Iowa is in a position to take advantage of the renewable resource of biomass. It is expected that a combination of local corn stover, switchgrass and forage sorghum could supply biomass needs. Crops can provide high yields of biomass per acre using Conservation Reserve Program land, with farming practices that are environmentally friendly, require minimal fertilizer and water, and limit erosion. It is clearly evident that biomass production will play a large part in Iowa's energy production future.

Fehrman also spoke about solar energy, but argued it wasn’t the best option for Iowa due to the relatively low solar insulation in the Midwest region. Wind energy is cheaper and more effective than solar in the state, making it the clear option for alternative energy production.

The lecture was extremely valuable and cogent for the 90 undergraduate students in ME 433. Not only did it focus on alternative energy production, but had a local and regional application.

"Many of the students come from Iowa," said Mark Bryden, associate professor of mechanical engineering and instructor of ME 433. "They want to know how to find a job in Iowa in the energy field. Our students want to make a difference. Energy has a very large reach and arm."

Bryden acknowledged the large part MidAmerican Energy plays in Iowa's energy industry and economy, and commended Fehrman for his close work with Iowa State University. Multiple students in his ME 433 class have held internships with MidAmerican Energy.

ASMEnews features ME alum

Nathan Johnson

Dr. Nathan Johnson is a National Science Foundation/American

Society for Engineering Education Postdoctoral Research Diversity Fellow at HOMER Energy LLC, in Boulder, CO. He has seven years of experience working in corporate, academic, and nongovernmental organizations, including two years of research and development in eight developing countries. Johnson has a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Iowa State University, where he had previously earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in mechanical engineering, and a master’s degree in international development. He has been an ASME member since 2002. Johnson is also active with Engineering for Change (E4C), which includes ASME as one of its founding organizations. (Read Dr. Johnson’s interview with ASME)

Recent grant award announcements

PI: Cris Schwartz
Title: "CAREER: Using Haptically Augmented Tactile Communication Methods to Foster the Inclusion of the Visually Impaired in STEM Professions"
Award Amount: $400,000
Awarding Agency: United States National Science Foundation (NSF)

This work will investigate how different tactile cues (texture, temperature, friction, etc.) can be incorporated into existing Braille codes and other tactile communication systems in order to increase the information density of transcribed material. The ability to increase information density will allow for more data-rich content (data plots, scientific diagrams, charts) to be available for blind students in their educational materials. The goal of the study is to identify fundamental approaches to allow talented blind students to actively learn and participate in STEM fields.

Three finalists named in engineering dean search

Three finalists have been named in the search for Iowa State University’s next dean of the College of Engineering. The finalists are: Robert Bishop, dean of the college of engineering at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.; Mark Law, associate dean of engineering for academic affairs at the University of Florida, Gainesville; and Sarah Rajala, dean of the college of engineering at Mississippi State University, Starkville. All will be participating in open forums on campus Nov. 26 – Dec. 3. (Full story)

Upcoming events
December 3 – Open Forum with Sarah Rajala, Dean Candidate Finalist
December 4 – ME Design Expo
December 15 – Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate Pre-Commencement Reception
December 15 – Fall 2012 University Commencement Ceremony

Do you have department news you'd like to share? Please e-mail news items for InCYde Mechanical Engineering to Alex Rausch.